Iran top bank increases security
Managing Axis IP camera with NUUO “IP surveillance management system”
Taipei, Taiwan

Even with one of the largest bank in Iran, when it comes to security, NUUO is the number one choices. Agri Bank, Bojnoord and Karaj two top branch, has recently installed the NUUO NVR surveillance management system to monitor the main entrances and banking operation.

Agri Bank serves as the only specialized financial institution in the agricultural sector that holds over 1800 branches in Iran. It was elected the Top Bank of Iran in year 2004, and selected by EuroMoney as the best bank in Iran.

Security is always a sensitive issue with banking system, one single error can cost millions of dollars. That’s why Agri Bank decided to replace its original security system with cost-effective NVR system. Such system needs to be able to manage multiple cameras with remote surveillance, recording schedule and a easy GUI playback system.

NUUO has the capable to meet the bank's requirements regarding cost efficiency, security, reliability and quality, the bank decided to implement a fully digital solution involving the installation includes series of Axis IP cameras and NUUO IP surveillance management system.

Reliability and quality:
The network cameras capture live images that are sent directly via the Internet. Such images are instantly analysis by NUUO and response in first place.

Simplified administration:
Security personnel can easily survey any of the offices remotely and view the images at their PC, wherever they work. In addition, no video tapes are needed and employees do not have to invest time in checking and handling them.

Increased level of security for the bank and its employees:
Employees feel safer with the NUUO constantly observing the premises.

System installed by: Hafez Electronic (Iran)